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Marketing Strategies: FroM a Risk ManageMent Prospective 

A drought like the one we are having in 1988 gives us a 
teachable MOMent that we shouldn't pass up. We will have a 
chance over the next year to teach both our clientele and 
ourselves a lot about RISK MANAGEMENT. Within the area of risk 
ManageMent this talk will focus in on the role that pricing 
MechanisMs can play. 

Marketing strategies for farMers include several categories. 
Ikerd- puts theM into four classifications; product decisions, 
Methods decisions, pricing decisions, and Merchandizing 
decisions. Today's talk will concentrate on pricing strategies, 
this is not to downplay the other areas of Marketing, but rather 
to allow us to talk about our latest interests. 

Now we could talk about either pricing strategies in general 
which Might apply to a year such as 1988 or we could talk about 
how an individual should go about developing a pricing strategy. 
While i will do soMe_ of both, I will spend More tiMe on the 
latter. 

For this discussion a pricing strategy will be defined as a 
coMbination of the.various pricing MechanisMs used to price a 
given or an expected aMount of a coMModity. For exaMple, a 
pricing strategy May be Made up of a portfolio where soMe percent 
is hedged, soMe percent is forward contracted, soMe percent is 
protected with options, and the rest will be sold for the Market 
price. 

In a broad sense pricing strategies can have one of two 
objectives, although they don't have to be Mutually exclusive, 
one objective would be a price enhanceMent strategy and the other 
would be to use a portfolio of pricing MechanisMs to Meet soMe 
risk ManageMent objectives. In general a price enhanceMent 
strategy assuMes an inefficient Market, or in other words, you 
know soMe inforMation, such as a Market pattern, that the Market 
does not take into account. If you assuMe an efficient Market, 
or a Market you don't feel you can out perforM, then a risk 
ManageMent approach is necessary. There has been several studies 
done on this topic of Market efficiency and there is soMe 
evidence of both. One could hypothesis that a Market that is 
generally efficient May overshoot in both directions in a year 
like 1988 and there May be opportunities to use both the risk 
ManageMent and price enhanceMent approaches. 

Although there has been soMe notable exceptions, Ikerd and 
Anderson, King and Black, and Baldwin for exaMple, we would argue 
Most Marketing specialist's have leaned toward using the pricing 
MechanisMs for. price enhanceMent tools versus risk ManageMent 
tools in a whole farM setting. Typically Marketing specialist 
have poured over the data and tried to establish patterns, 
trends, and rules of thuMb that May give a producer a juMp on the 
Market on average. Our targeting in on developing pricing 



strategies based on risk ManageMent objectives is not to downplay 
these price enhanceMent efforts, but rather to tackle what we 
feel is the alternative pricing MechanisMs strong suite, to help 
Manage risk. 

Let's think for a bit what the use of pricing MechanisMs or 
alternatives really do for a farMer or rancher. For a first cut 
let's just consider price risk. Basically a producer faces a 
range of possible prices with various weights of each occurring, 
or in other words a price probability distribution. What the 
various pricing MechanisMs do is change the shape of the price 
distribution a producer faces. In varying degrees the different 
pricing tools cut off part of the downside price risk and at the 
saMe tiMe cut off soMe of the upside potential. By using pricing 
MechanisMs a producer chances the risk they face. An exaMple of 
how the various pricing alternatives change the price 
distribution faced is attached. 

The next step in the puzzle is to briefly describe how we 
can get a handle on how Much risk a producer can accept and how 
Much risk a producer is willing to takei The only way we know 
how to-get on top of this is for each individual farMer to study 
and be faMiliar with their financial situation. In this way they 
will know ,Just how Much the Market price risk can change their 
financial situation and froM that deduce wh~ther or not they 
can/want to self insure, price in the cash Market, or pass soMe 
of the risk fo the Market. At this point it becoMes clear that 
each individual operation needs to develop a pricing strategy 
that fits their own particular abilities and preferences. 

In order to develop a pricing strategy in a risk ManageMent 
fraMework producer's will not only have to have the farM 
financial and cost records in good order, but will also have to 
have farM yield distributions and realistic Market price 
probabilities available. It will also be necessary to have a 
handle on the correlations between the farM yields and Market 
prices. ReMeMber the goal in risk ManageMent is to control net 
incoMe risk (or ending net worth) and not just price risk. 

A year like 1988 reMinds us how Much yields affect 1nc0Me, 
Many tiMes producers appear to discount the poor yield years in 
Making their decisions or else they have becoMe accustoMed to 
Congress coMing to the rescue. A pricing strategy alone has the 
potential to increase incoMe risk, especially if there is a 
strong negative correlation between a farMs yields and the Market 
price. This shows how it May be necessary to coMbine tools, such 
as pricing MechanisMs and crop insurance, to really attack the 
risk ManageMent probleM. It is also iMportant to know the yield 
distribution in order to know how Much and/or which price 
MechanisM to use at various points in the planning horizon. This 
year is an exaMple of how we should liMit our early sales or use 
a put option in order to protect ourselves froM having to deliver 
soMething we don't have or receive large Margin calls. 
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Having a realistic (usable) price probability forecast is 
critical to putting together a pricing strategy that fits a farM 
faMily's risk ManageMent goals. We feel that a producer needs to 
see the whole distribution of risk they face versus either a 
point forecast or a Most likely, optiMistic, and pessiMistic 
forecast, although the latter was a big step in the right 
direction. Their are two priMary reasons for wanting producer to 
have the whole distribution (defined as the S¾ to 95% levels in a 
cuMulative distribution). One reason is that the tails are the 
Most interesting part in an Jnsurance sense. We May ha~e the 
capacity to self-insure over Much of the range but want to 
protect against the big bust in either price or yield. The 
second reason, which relates to the first, is that the research 
suggests price distributions are not norMal, tending to have 
thicker tails then exhibited by a norMal distribution. 

Although there is still research to be done we do now have a 
forecast of the Markets perceived price distribution, just like 
the future prices forecast the Markets point estiMate. The 
option Markets in essence allows the Market to bid on insurance 
rates given the aMount of risk there appears to be, and froM that 
we can deduce the variance perceived to be in the Market. 
SiMplistically th~nk of it this way, crop insurance preMiuMs are 
calculated froM the yield variances~ so if we know the insurance 
preMiUMS (the option preMiUMs) we can stand the forMula on the 
head to get the variance. At this point we can deduce soMe 
distributions which are nice for teaching, but we are leery to 
use theM for decision Making yet due to the shape of the 
distributions being unclear. Knowing More about the 
distributions is iMportant, if we use distributions which are not 
accurate we could do More harM than good. 

SoMe of you Might now be saying to yourselves, are producers 
going to be able to learn this? My observation is the top third 
of our producers are not only capable, but are anxious to Move on 
to this More advanced level. And it will be by teaching these 
top farMers that we will also Make inroads into upgrading the 
reMai~ing producers skills. 

Much of the thinking in this discussion of using pricing 
strategies as a risk ManageMent tool has been around for quite 
awhile and one May wonder why it has not been used More. The 
reasons are one, the point above, we have not had a Market 
generated price distribution available, and two, there are so 
Many parts it was cuMbersoMe to look at. But now with the option 
Markets, the latest generations of MicrocoMputers and the new 
software available we are in a strong position to Move forward. 

By developing software for Micra's that will help calculate 
a Market based price distributions and farM yield distributions, 
allows you to enter farM financial inforMation and costs, and 
will allow the use of various pricing MechanisMs, a producer can 
quickly look at various portfolios to try and deterMine which one 
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best fits the operations risk taking abilities and preferences. 
Using this Method May not find the "optiMal" strategy, but we 
would argue it is a good second best given you do not have to 
know a producers utility function. 

The key to the above Method is that the producer not only 
sees how the various pricing alternatives, change the average 
price distribution, but also can see how it changes the forecast 
of the net cash flow, net worth, or the debt/asset ratio 
distributions of an operation. PreliMinary saMples show a farMer 
is Much More attentive when there is a 10% chance of losing 
$20,000 then when they only see it as a 10% chance of the price 
dropping a given aMount. This also seeMs to Make theM More 
willing to give up soMe of the upside price potential in order to 
cut soMe of the downside risk using soMe portfolio of pricing 
tools. And that of course is the cost of all of the pricing 
MechanisMs. 

For exaMple, let's say that upon reviewing an operation's 
balance sheet the banker and the producer decide that the farM 
cannot~afford to lose More than $10,000 in the soybean enterprise 
and for siMplicity price is the only risk. The decision now is 
what coMbination of pricing alternatives would Make up a pricing 
strategy that would liMit the down side risk to only a 5% or less 
chance of losing $10,000 or More and still give the Most upside 
potential possible. An exaMple is attached. 

Now that we have given you our bias on how one should 
develop their pricing strategy, let's talk briefly about soMe 
reasonable strategies for a drought year and try to fit theM into 
the above fraMework. As suggested earlier, in any year you have 
to be careful not to price to Much to early, and then if you 
either think the price May drop or the price is high enough that 
you want to lock it in despite the possibility of a poor crop you 
should use either put options or perhaps forward contract and buy 
calls. Once you know you are in a drought year you should 
reMeMber that the Market usually peaks before harvest or at 
harvest and therefore you should consider locking in soMe 
production on SUMMer rallies as you know More about your yields. 
Drought years also tend to provide pricing opportunities for the 
next growing season as well. 

In discussing this topic with Steve Riggins at Kentucky, we 
could basically divide producers into three groups, those who 
have priced none, those who have priced More than they are going 
to have, and those in between. For those who have priced none, 
they should consider pricing soMe on rallies and should consider 
using option on soMe portions if they are considering pricing 
aMounts near their expected production. For those who having 
priced to Much, they should consider trying to buy soMe back on 
Market dips. A fact sheet has just been released by USDA 
Marketing extension on the legalities of not being able to 
deliver. For those in between, consider waiting to price More 
until you know More about your production, volatility will likely 
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be in the Market all year and you will have opportunities to 
price over the next few Months. Did anybody just notice that I 
have price enhanceMent tendencies too. Again, all of these 
strategies ought to be looked at with your balance sheet results 
in Mind. 

Date 07/29/88 
CoMModity: SOYS 

RISK MANAGEMENT COMPARISONS 
Expected Quantity Marketed: 20000.0(cwt> 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MKTNG STRATEGIES: PORTFOLIO PORTFOLIO 2 PORTFOLIO 3 

Cash 100 i. 52 ., ·25 % ,. 
Forward Contract 0 % 48 % 0 % 
Hedge 0 % 0 7. 0 % 
Put Option 0 % 0 ., 75 ., 

lo IO 

A Fence 0 % 0 % 0 ., 
lo 

CUMULATIVE TOTAL 100 % 100 0/ 100 7. lo 

------------------+-------------------+--------------------+------------------
PROBABILITY: PRICE NET C.F. PRICE NET C.F. PRICE NET C.F. 

5 4.68 -31455 5.79 -9157 5.75 -9951 
10 5.16 -21824 6.04 -4148 5.89 -7274 
20 5.81 -8896 6.38 2574 6.03 -4482 
30 6.21 -796 6.59 6786 6.17 -1580 
40 6.62 7371 6.80 11033 6.33 1543 
50 6.97 14309 6.98 14641 6.59 6809 
60 7.42 23357 7.22 19345 7.04 15857 
70 7.84 31884 7.44 23780 7.47 24384 
80 8.29 40832 7.67 28432 7.92 33332 
90 8.99 54736 8.03 35663 8.61 47236 
95 9.57 66388 8.34 41722 9.19 58888 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 7.05 16000 7.03 15520 6.98 14564 
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